With new UL GFCI requirements moving into high gear for 2003, Leviton is setting the pace for safety in the wiring device industry with our new line of SmartLock® GFCIs. The first to win UL's approval for greater protection, Leviton's SmartLock features patented "lock-out action" — the most advanced safety feature in the industry. The new UL requirements call for greater protection against loss of ground fault protection due to surges, abuse and overvoltages. The Leviton SmartLock GFCI meets these tougher requirements using advanced circuitry and takes it a step further by preventing reset if its protective function has been compromised. SmartLock GFCIs also prevent reset in case of line-load reverse wiring, and meet higher corrosion and resistance-to-noise standards (also new UL requirements). To get on track with the latest UL requirements, “Be Smart and Look for The Lock.” Make sure you stock our new SmartLock GFCIs. To learn more, visit your Leviton supplier. Or go to www.leviton.com. Or call Leviton’s Customer Service at 800-323-8920.
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